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We analyze the effect of cultural drift, modeled as noise, in Axelrod’s model for the dissemination of culture.
The disordered multicultural frozen configurations are found not to be stable. This general result is proven
rigorously in d51, where the dynamics is described in terms of a Lyapunov potential. In d52, the dynamics
is governed by the average relaxation time T of perturbations. Noise at a rate r&T21 induces monocultural
configurations, whereas r*T21 sustains disorder. In the thermodynamic limit, the relaxation time diverges and
global polarization persists in spite of a dynamics of local convergence.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.045101 PACS number~s!: 05.50.1q, 87.23.Ge, 05.40.Ca, 89.65.EfConcepts and tools developed in the framework of statis-
tical and nonlinear physics have been shown to be useful in
identifying general mechanisms behind collective behavior
in social dynamics @1#. Beyond the use of equilibrium ideas
based on minimization of a potential or optimization meth-
ods @2#, models of interacting social agents, as, for example,
generalized voter models of opinion formation @3#, fall
within the context of the study of nonequilibrium phase tran-
sitions in lattice models @4#. More generally, these are sto-
chastic spatial models also considered in population dynam-
ics or evolutionary biology @5#.
Rather independently of this framework, but closely re-
lated in spirit, is the model put forward by Axelrod to de-
scribe the dissemination of culture among interacting agents
in a society ~or among societies! @6#. Culture is here defined
as a set of individual attributes that are subject to social
influence. The agents are placed in the nodes of a square
lattice, and the individual attributes of each site are defined
by a set of F features, each taking one of q possible traits.
The dynamics of social influence takes into account that ‘‘the
more similar an actor is to a neighbor, the more likely the
actor will adopt one of the neighbor’s traits’’ @6#. Specifi-
cally, two neighboring sites chosen at random interact with a
probability proportional to the number of common features
they already share. An interaction translates into switching
one of the different features of one site to the same trait of
the neighboring site. In principle, this dynamics tends to ho-
mogenize neighbors, and hence to reach a completely or-
dered state ~a monocultural state! in which each feature has
the same trait in all lattice sites. What Axelrod emphasizes
about his model is that it illustrates how the mechanism of
local convergence can generate global polarization. He finds
that the system gets trapped in multicultural states with a
number of different stable homogeneous domains, called cul-
tural regions. The number of domains in this disordered state
is used as a measure of cultural diversity. The quantitative
statistical mechanics analysis partially modifies Axelrod’s
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size of the largest homogeneous domain, one finds a non-
equilibrium order-disorder phase transition controlled by the
number of traits q, which measures the initial degree of dis-
order of a random configuration. Symmetry breaking leading
to dominance of a given culture occurs for q,qc , while the
order parameter vanishes for q.qc . Therefore local conver-
gence is efficient for q,qc and global polarization only per-
sists for q.qc .
The analysis of Ref. @8# corresponds to a zero-temperature
dynamics in which fluctuations are neglected. Here we ad-
dress the issue of the effects of random perturbations ~noise!
following the original suggestion of Axelrod, ‘‘Perhaps the
most interesting extension and, at the same time, the most
difficult one to analyze is cultural drift @modeled as sponta-
neous change in a trait#’’ @6,9#. Axelrod also identified that a
crucial question in this case is to determine a characteristic
time scale of the dynamics. We find that this characteristic
time scales with the system size. A q-independent noise-
induced transition @10# occurs when the noise rate r is of the
order of the inverse of this time scale T: for r&T21 noise
induces ordered monocultural configuration because the dis-
ordered multicultural states are not stable; for r*T21 sym-
metry restoring by noise is efficient and the disordered mul-
ticultural state prevails. In the thermodynamic limit of large
systems the condition r*T21→0 is satisfied for any finite r.
In this limit, the fundamental idea of local convergence gen-
erating global polarization is recovered.
The model we study is defined @6# by considering N
agents as the sites of a lattice. The state of agent i is a vector
of F components ~cultural features! (s i1 ,s i2 , . . . ,s iF).
Each s i f is one of the q integer values ~cultural traits!
1, . . . ,q , initially assigned independently and with equal
probability 1/q . The time-discrete dynamics is defined as
iterating the following steps.
~1! Select at random a pair of neighboring lattice sites
(i , j) @11#.
~2! Calculate the overlap ~number of shared features!
l(i , j)5( f 51F ds i f ,s j f .
~3! If 0,l(i , j),F , the bond is said to be active and sites
i and j interact with probability l(i , j)/F . In case of interac-
tion, choose g randomly such that s igÞs jg and set s ig
5s jg .©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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state, characterized by the absence of active bonds. Obvi-
ously all the completely homogeneous states are absorbing.
Inhomogeneous states consisting of two or more homoge-
neous domains interconnected by bonds with zero overlap
are absorbing as well.
First we consider the question about the stability of these
absorbing states. Before we turn to the original two-
dimensional geometry of the model, we consider the one-
dimensional lattice with nearest-neighbor interaction. For
this geometry the total negative overlap V is a Lyapunov
function: a function that never increases during the dynami-
cal process. There is a multiplicity of qF ground states of V
that correspond to the homogeneous ~ordered! configurations
s i f5s j f ;i , j , and f, where the potential V takes its absolute
minimum Vmin52NF . Any other ~disordered! absorbing
configuration is not the absolute minimum of V.
We have not found a parallel rigorous result for
d-dimensional lattices (d.1). However, by extensive nu-
merical simulations we have verified the lack of stability of
disordered configurations for d52 with nearest-neighbor in-
teraction as well. The absorbing states are subject to single
feature perturbations, defined as randomly choosing i
P$1, . . . ,N%, f P$1, . . . ,F% and sP$1, . . . ,q% and setting s i f
5s . Then the simulations are designed as follows.
~I! Draw a random initial configuration.
~II! Run the dynamics by iterating steps ~1!, ~2!, and ~3!,
until an absorbing state is reached.
~III! Perform a single feature perturbation of the absorb-
ing state and resume at ~II!.
We find that by these cycles of relaxation ~step II! and
perturbation ~step III! the system is driven to complete order,
where s i f5s j f , ; i , j , and f. Thus, as in the one-
dimensional case, only the completely ordered configurations
are stable, all other absorbing configurations are merely
metastable. In Fig. 1 we have plotted a typical evolution of
the order parameter considered in Ref. @8#, that is, the size of
the largest homogeneous domain Smax . We observe that, al-
though eventually its value could decrease, Smax typically
increases in each cycle of perturbation and relaxation @13#.
FIG. 1. Lack of stability of disordered absorbing configurations.
The order parameter Smax normalized with system size N is shown
as a function of perturbation cycles for a square lattice of N
51002 sites using F510 and q560.04510We next consider the effect of cultural drift modeled as a
random perturbation acting continuously on the system
~noise!. This is implemented by including a fourth step in the
iterated loop of the model.
~4! With probability r, perform a single feature perturba-
tion.
Note that now the cultural imitation among sites and the
perturbations are two processes acting on the state vectors on
time scales separated by the factor r. In contrast to the pre-
vious scenario, the system is not necessarily in an absorbing
configuration when a perturbation occurs.
Figure 2 shows the average order parameter ^Smax& as a
function of the number of traits q. In the case r50, we
observe the expected transition from order to disorder as q is
increased @8,14#. Strikingly, no such transition is observed
for noise rate rÞ0. In fact, ^Smax& is practically independent
of q except for small values. This becomes clear by noticing
that with probability 1/q a perturbation does not change the
configuration. Therefore considering the effective noise rate
r85r(121/q) the data collapse onto a single curve
^Smax(r8)& ~see Fig. 3!. This curve identifies, for a fixed size
of the system, a continuous order-disorder transition con-
trolled by the noise rate. In addition, it shows that the tran-
sition has universal scaling properties with respect to the
value of q.
FIG. 2. ^Smax& as a function of q for different values of r. The
dashed line is for r50 with a transition at q5qc’50. The simula-
tions used N5502 sites with F510 features. Values ^Smax& in Figs.
2, 3, 4, and 5 are averages over 500 configurations. Measurements
were taken after a relaxation time of 100N2 time steps.
FIG. 3. ^Smax& as a function of the effective noise rate r85r(1
21/q) for different values of q. Simulations have been run in sys-
tems of size N5502 with F510.1-2
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results for the original model without noise, corresponding to
r50. The fact that for r→0 we find an ordered state for all
values of q is linked to the ‘‘metastable nature’’ of the inho-
mogeneous absorbing states previously discussed. Perturba-
tions at a vanishingly small rate are sufficient to allow the
system to escape from these states.
The order-disorder transition is also observed in the dis-
tribution of sizes of homogeneous domains. For small noise
rates typically a single cluster spans the whole system. As the
noise rate is increased, smaller clusters become more and
more abundant. In the transition region the distribution of
domain sizes follows a power law. The exponent is approxi-
mately 22.
What causes the onset of disorder with increasing noise
rate? For a sufficiently small noise rate the system has
enough time to relax to an absorbing configuration between
perturbations. Then the situation would be comparable to the
previously studied case of alternating perturbation and relax-
ation: after a transient of reducing the disorder from the ini-
tial condition like the one shown in Fig. 1, the system will
spend most of the time in one of the homogeneous configu-
rations. At variance with the case of alternating perturbation
and relaxation where the ordered state cannot be left once
reached, there will be, on long time scales, random jumps
taking the system from a homogeneous state to another ho-
mogeneous one. If the noise rate is increased such that the
typical time 1/r between perturbations is shorter than the
average relaxation time, perturbations are ‘‘accumulated’’ in
the system and disorder is built up. According to this picture
the average relaxation time T of perturbations of a homoge-
neous state sets the transition where rT5O(1).
An approximate argument for the calculation of T is as
follows. A single feature perturbation of an ordered state at
time t50 induces a ‘‘damage’’ of size x(t50)51 in one of
the components. In the following time steps the damage may
spread until an ordered state is reached again by x(t)50 or
x(t)5N . The probability Dx for x to increase or decrease is
the fraction of active bonds, which again depends on x but
also on the current shape of the damage cluster. This com-
plication is avoided in a mean-field description, where a
bond exists between any two sites. Then the number of ac-
tive bonds is simply the number of pairs (i , j) of sites i
carrying the damage and sites j not carrying the damage.
Given damage size x we find x(N2x) active out of N(N
21)/2 bonds, yielding an update probability ~for N@1):
Dx52N22x(N2x). The average first exit time, that is the
average number of time steps tx required to reach an absorb-
ing boundary (x50 or x5N) when starting from x(t50)
5x , fulfills the recursion relation @15#
tx5
1
2 Dx~tx211tx11!1~12Dx!tx11 ~1!
with the boundary conditions t05tN50. This equation has
the solution
tx52
x
N (j51
N21
~N2j!
Dj
22 (
j51
x21
~x2j!
Dj
. ~2!04510The average relaxation time T is the average first exit time
for an initial damage size x51. Thus we obtain T5t1
5N@g1ln(N21)1O(N21)#, with Euler’s constant g
’0.577. For large N we approximate
T5N ln~N !, ~3!
so that the average relaxation time of perturbations diverges
with increasing system size @16#.
This result, together with our argument that the transition
occurs for rT5O(1), suggests to consider systems of differ-
ent size. We always find a smooth transition from the ordered
to the disordered state as r is increased, see Fig. 4. The noise
rate necessary to induce disorder is seen to decrease with
growing system size. Figure 5 confirms that T is the relevant
FIG. 4. ^Smax& as a function of noise rate for different values of
N. Simulations were performed with F510 and q5100.
FIG. 5. ^Smax& plotted as a function of the rescaled noise rate
R5rN ln N. Displayed open symbols and model parameters are the
same as in Fig. 4. Filled symbols are for the corresponding case
with q52. The inset is the corresponding plot for the decoupled
model, see the main text.1-3
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lapse into a single curve when plotted as a function of a
rescaled noise rate R5rT5rN ln(N) which incorporates
noise rate r and system size N. Recalling our result for a
fixed system size, we conclude that there is a universal scal-
ing form for the order parameter describing the transition:
^Smax(r,q,N)&5^Smax@f(r,q,N)#& with f (r ,q ,N)5r(1
21/q)N ln(N).
Note that our analysis assumes that perturbations can al-
ways relax to the homogeneous configuration. This assump-
tion is not fulfilled when a sequence of perturbations affects
all features of the same site without intermediate relaxation.
This introduces nonoverlapping ‘‘islands’’ of sites which do
not interact with their neighbors. The effect becomes relevant
for very large noise rates and a small number of features ~see
Fig. 5!. It is also relevant for F52 giving a different behav-
ior corresponding to the different type of transition for r
50 @8#.
We finally note that for the correct prediction of the char-
acteristic time scale T and the change of behavior with noise
rate r, the dependence of the interaction probability on the
sites’ overlap need not be taken into account. This motivates
the introduction of a ‘‘decoupled’’ version of the dynamics in
which a site always adopts the trait of the chosen neighbor-
ing site independently of the number of shared features. It
turns out that the size of the largest cluster follows the same04510dependence on the parameters q, r.0 and N as in the origi-
nal model ~inset of Fig. 5!. This shows that in the presence of
noise our main results are insensitive to one of the basic
premises of Axelrod’s model.
In summary, we have described the scaling properties of
an order-disorder transition induced by noise which occurs at
a size-dependent value of the noise rate T21(N). For a finite
system and r&T21 ordered monocultural configurations are
induced by noise because disordered multicultural configu-
rations are not stable. In the thermodynamic limit N→‘ , the
condition r*T21(N)→0 is satisfied for arbitrarily small
noise rate and the system remains in a disordered or multi-
cultural state. In any case, cultural drift changes the nature of
the ordered and disordered states. In the ordered state the
system is not stuck in a single homogeneous configuration,
but during long time scales visits in succession a series of
monocultural configurations. Likewise, the disordered state
is not a frozen configuration but an evolving state with noise
sustained dynamics. Thus, the cultural drift appears to be a
relevant variable that drastically modifies the dynamics of
Axelrod’s cultural model. Future extensions of this model
should include the consideration of more complex networks
of interaction @17#.
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